
 

 
Technical Specifications for Tach-It Model # 3570 Automatic Twist Tie Machine 

 
Description and Use of Product:   
The Tach-It Model #3570 is the perfect twist tie machine for larger bags or for applications, where variable tying diameters are 
necessary. Adjustable tying diameters from 1/8 inch to 1 3/8 inch allows this machine to be used for a variety of products including 
bags, small coils, hanks, bundles, and on most products where a twist tie closure is desired. Manufactured with the finest components, 
this machine requires no tools to make tying adjustments, has separate adjustments for tying diameter and ribbon length, and requires 
no operator training prior to use. The model #3570 uses 5/32-inch-wide twist tie ribbon including; Tach-It 01-2460 plastic/plastic twist 
tie ribbon, 03-2500 paper/plastic twist tie ribbon and our exclusive Tach-It polycore, non-metallic twist tie ribbon. 
Materials: 
Manufactured with steel and aluminum components 
 
Advantages: 
Automatic twist tie machine 
Adjustable tying diameter from 1/8 inch to 1 3/8 inch 
Perfect for large bags, coils, band saw blades, cord sets, cables, tubing, flowers, wire harnesses or anywhere an inexpensive twist tie 
closure is needed. 
All steel construction for years of use. 
Straight line ribbon feed avoids jamming of the material. 
Ultra-tight reusable twist tie closure. 
Independent twist tie ribbon feed so only the necessary amount of twist tie material is used for each closure. 
No operator training required. 
Easy to adjust for product diameter with visual scales. 
Small tabletop design. 
Uses a variety of twist tie materials for each application’s specific needs. 
 
Dimensions and Specifications (without twist tie ribbon):  
Length:     24 inches 
Width:    6 inches 
Height:    11 inches 
Weight:    26 Lbs. 
Power:    110 Volts 60 mHz 
Core Size of twist tie:  1 inch 
Max. Width of Tape:  5/32 inches 
Max. Diameter of twist tie spool:  8 ¼ inches 
Max. Width of twist tie spool 2 inch 
Minimum tying diameter:  1/8 inch 
Maximum tying diameter:  1 3/8 inch 
    
Packaging: 
Pieces per Case:  1 per case 
Weight per Case  30 Lbs. per case  
Case Cube:  1.847 
 
Country of Origin: 
Made in Japan 
 

PHONE: (201) 440-5500 
FAX:     (201) 440-1455 

WEBSITE:  WWW.TACH-IT.COM 
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